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user defined shapes or events and their matches in a time
series, we give a graphic example of shapes or events to
help develop an intuition of the problem. Figure 1 shows
various types of events occurring in a small portion of a
time series.

Abstract
Similarity search in time-series subsequences is an
important time series data mining task. Searching in time
series subsequences for matches for a set of shapes is an
extension of this task and is equally important. In this
work we propose a simple but efficient approach for
finding matches for a group of shapes or events in a given
time series using a Nearest Neighbor approach. We
provide various improvements of this approach including
one using the GNAT data structure. We also propose a
technique for finding similar shapes of widely varying
temporal width. Both of these techniques for primitive
shape matching allow us to more accurately and
efficiently form an event representation of a time-series,
leading in turn to finding complex events which are
composites of primitive events. We demonstrate the
robustness of our approaches in detecting complex shapes
even in the presence of “don’t care” symbols. We
evaluate the success of our approach in detecting both
primitive and complex shapes using a data set from the
Fluid Dynamics domain. We also show a speedup of up to
5 times over a naïve nearest neighbor approach.

Figure1: Example of different types of shapes or events
occurring in a time series.
The event representation of a time series can be used for
different purposes as discussed in [8], some of which are
as follows: (a) Association rule mining [4] in time series,
which requires an event representation of time series.
Events in our case are analogous to the primitive shapes
in [9] for rule discovery in time series and frequent
patterns in [18]. (b) Anomaly detection in time series uses
a set of typical shapes to model normal behavior and
detect future patterns dissimilar to known typical events
or shapes [10]. (c) Finding approximate periodic patterns
in occurrences of events in time series as discussed in
[30]. (d) Hypothesis Generation as discussed in [11].
There has been a lot of work on efficiently detecting a
particular shape in a time series [1, 3, 7, 12, 13, 16, 17,
22]. This is similar to querying the database for a
particular shape. Our problem, however, is finding
matches for a given set of shapes in any given time series.
This problem can be seen as a simple extension of the
earlier one. Figure 2 gives an intuition of the two
problems. In this paper we demonstrate that using 1-NN
(i.e. One Nearest Neighbor) along with single shape
search techniques can actually get us high quality
approximate matches in a reasonable amount of time. We
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1. INTRODUCTION
Time Series data occur frequently in many scientific and
business applications. Time series are one of the most
frequently examined type of data by the data mining
community. The problem of finding patterns and
associating patterns for temporal rule discovery is an
important research area in time series data mining. Due to
the complex nature of the time series data, detailed study
is not practical particularly with high volume data [23].
Reducing a high-dimension time series into a
representation that is more easily understandable by the
users is necessary and helpful in interpreting sections of a
given time-series. Before we discuss the details of such
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